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Two years after The Park School at Ithaca College launched Cellflix, the first student film festival for films shot on cellphone, the Web is crowded with competitions seeking mobile content. Cellflix was among the first to acknowledge we are both consumers and producers of media messages, and the best storytelling arises in the creative chaos of digital culture. This year, we're expanding the competition to include all types of digital content -- from video to lolcat images to audio narratives and gaming -- because what's next is usually more interesting than what was. Dr. Lynch will talk about the evolution of Cellflix and the new Imagination Award.
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Abstract
In 2005, The Park School at Ithaca College launched Cellflix, the first student film festival for films shot on cell phone. The competition, which rewarded the winner a $5,000 cash prize, drew international media attention: it was astonishing to audiences that a handheld device could serve as a tool for the production AND the presentation of video content. Today, just over two years later, mobile video is as much a part of our media toolkit as cellphones themselves; the Web is crowded with competitions seeking mobile content, each of them grounded in the assumption that we are all both consumers and producers of media messages, and that the best such storytelling arises not in professional studios and newsrooms, but in the creative chaos of digital culture. Cellflix was among the first explicit acknowledgements of that premise, and it served its purpose well. This year, we're expanding the competition to include all types of digital content -- from video to lolcat images to audio narratives and gaming -- because what's next is usually more interesting than what was. Dr. Lynch will talk about the evolution of Cellflix and the new Imagination Award as icons of our participatory media culture, and that culture's impacts on everything from professional media to higher education and the authority of knowledge.
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Cellflix is the first student film festival for work shot on cell phone. Launched in 2005, Cellflix was designed to challenge students to produce work for the 'third screen'.